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Broadening our horizons: the Getty Research Institute and the dissemination of art research information 
internationally, by Kathleen Salomon  
 
 
Slide 1: Title Slide:  I am so very honored to have been invited to come and talk with you today.  I am grateful 
for the generous support from the Agency for Cultural Affairs (Bunka-Cho) in Tokyo, and my host institution, 
the Tokyo National Research Institute for Cultural Properties.   My visit is another step in the fruitful 
collaborations that have been evolving between the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles and cultural 
institutes in Japan.  I wish to express the Getty’s appreciation for the successful work that we have done so far 
with our wonderful colleagues at the Tokyo National Research Institute for Cultural Properties.  I hope that my 
visits this week and our discussion today will lay the groundwork for future collaboration, particularly through 
considerations of how some of the unique and valuable art research materials held in your libraries and research 
archives might be shared more widely throughout the world.  
 
My talk today will begin with a history and overview of the Getty Research Institute (GRI), its collections, 
services, and initiatives. From there I will move into a summary of a variety of current collaborative initiatives 
in which the GRI and other international colleagues are involved. I will then consider how Japanese art cultural 
heritage institutions with libraries and archives might become more involved in some of these projects and 
initiatives, as well as suggest some potential areas which might be jointly addressed in order to do so.  I hope 
that my talk will serve to inspire the discussion that follows.  
 
 
Slide 2: The Getty: The Getty is the legacy of the businessman and art collector J. Paul Getty, and his view that 
art is a civilizing influence in society. Throughout his adult life, he took greater and greater steps to make art 
available for the public’s education and enjoyment, and in 1954 he established the original Getty Museum in 
Malibu, California. 
Following Mr. Getty’s death in 1976, most of his vast personal estate was dedicated to the Getty Trust.  By 
1983, the Trustees decided to follow Mr. Getty’s wish to make a greater and lasting contribution to the visual 
arts by expanding the Museum and its collections, and creating a range of new programs to serve the world of 
art and art information.  These programs now include the J. Paul Getty Museum, The Getty Foundation, The 
Getty Conservation Institute and The Getty Research Institute.  
 
Slide 3: The Getty Center: The new programs began developing immediately, and plans were soon drawn up for 
the new Getty Center in a western region of Los Angeles called Brentwood.  Construction on the hill above the 
city took nearly ten years.  The complex was designed and built by the architect Richard Meier and partners.  
The Central Gardens were created  by the artist Robert Irwin.  The new Getty Center opened to the public in 
December 1997, 20 years ago this month.  
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 I will now provide you with a brief summary of the various Getty programs before going on to discuss the 
Research Institute in more depth. 
Slide 4: The Getty Museum: The J. Paul Getty Museum consists of two museums.  Both museums serve various 
audiences through exhibitions, conservation, scholarship, research, and public programs. The main museum on 
the hilltop Getty Center complex focuses on European paintings, drawings, sculpture, illuminated manuscripts, 
decorative arts, and photography from its beginnings to the present, gathered internationally. 
 
The Museum at the Getty Villa in Malibu, originally conceived by Mr. Getty in the 1950’s, is a replica of the 
ancient Villa Papyri at Herculaneum.  The Villa was renovated and re-opened in 2006 as a museum for the study 
of the arts and cultures of ancient Greece, Rome, and Etruria.   The Villa Conservation Department also 
supports a joint graduate Master’s Degree program in collaboration with the University of California, Los 
Angeles in the field of Archaeological Conservation. 
Slide 5: The Getty Foundation: The Getty Foundation was established in 1984 to provide grant funding that 
would help to fulfill the mission of the J. Paul Getty Trust. Since its inception, the Foundation's grant programs 
have worked to make art history more interdisciplinary and international. Some special programs have created 
models for the practice of conservation planning and training; helped to increased access to museum and 
archival collections, and developed new leaders in the visual arts. Over the past 33 years the Foundation has 
awarded over 7,000 grants in more than 180 countries.    
 
Just this year, the Foundation awarded a substantial grant to help the Japan Sport Foundation develop a 
conservation plan for the Yoyogi National Gymnasium, designed by Kenzo Tange in 1964.  This grant is a part 
of the Foundation’s initiative for the conservation of international Modern Architecture around the world, called 
“Keeping it modern”.  
 
Slide 6: The Getty Conservation Institute: The Getty Conservation Institute (GCI) works internationally to 
advance conservation practice in the visual arts —including objects, collections, architecture, and sites. The 
Institute serves the conservation community through scientific research, education and training, field projects, 
and the dissemination of information. The GCI creates and shares knowledge that contributes to the 
conservation of the world's cultural heritage. The Information Center at the GCI has developed a Conservation 
Collection library of 40,000 books and journals relevant to conservation practice and history throughout the 
world that is housed at the Getty Research Library.   
Slide 7:  the Getty Research Institute: Now I will discuss my own institute, The Getty Research Institute, or 
GRI, which is dedicated to furthering knowledge and advancing understanding of the visual arts and their 
various histories. It does this through its expertise, active collecting program, public programs, institutional 
collaborations, exhibitions, publications, digital services, and residential scholars programs. 
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The GRI Research Library and digital resources serve an international community of scholars and the interested 
public. The Institute's activities and scholarly resources together provide a working environment for research, 
critical inquiry, and scholarly exchange.  
  
Slide 8: Scholars-in-Residence: Every year since 1985 the Research Institute has welcomed visiting scholars, 
artists, and other cultural figures from around the world to work in residence at the Institute on projects related 
to an annual research theme. This year’s themes are “Iconoclasm and Vandalism” and “The Classical World in 
Context, focusing on Persia”.  Past themes included: Art & Anthropology, Artistic Practice, Cultural and 
Artistic Exchange, Color, the Display of Art, and Markets & Values.  While in residence, Getty Visiting 
Scholars pursue their own research projects, make use of Getty collections, and participate in the intellectual life 
of the Getty Center and the Getty Villa. 
 
Slide 9:   Getty Publications: The Getty Research Institute’s department of Publications publishes illustrated 
works on artists, art history, and architecture.  These publications often draw upon the Research Institute's 
collections of rare and unique materials.  There are catalogs for Research Institute exhibitions; collections of 
essays related to the activities of the Research Institute; translations of classic works of art history; and scholarly 
monographs.  The Getty Research Journal, published annually, provides opportunities for researchers at all 
levels to contribute to scholarship on GRI materials. 
 
Slide10:  Getty Research Projects & Digital Art History: The Research Institute's research projects and digital 
art history initiatives support the development of new art historical scholarship.  Here are just a few examples of 
the 23 currently active projects. They are most often based on the special collections of the Research Library. 
These projects cover multiple fields and methodologies.  They generate conversations and scholarly symposia 
among Research Institute staff and scholars with wider networks of expertise. Nearly all of these projects have a 
significant digital component.  
 
Slide 11: Szeemann Digital Seminar: This is an example of a current Research Project that is committed to 
fostering innovative art-historical research and scholarship through the use of tools and practices associated with 
digital art history. This fall the GRI launched the “Szeemann Digital Seminar” in partnership with professors 
and students from three institutions: the University of California, Los Angeles, the University of Chicago, and 
the Academy of Visual Arts, Leipzig. The project combined online and in-person meetings to link three 
seminars focused on the Swiss curator Harald Szeemann--whose massive collection the GRI acquired a few 
years ago.  The goal was to bring scholars and students into a global conversation. 
 
The students researched newly digitized materials from the Harald Szeemann Archive .  To manage their and 
present their research, they used an open-source collaborative tool developed by the Research Institute, the 
Getty Scholars' Workspace. 
The Scholars' Workspace is an online environment designed to support collaborative art-historical research. It 
provides a space and a toolset that enables research teams to examine digital surrogates of works of art and 
primary source materials, build a bibliography, translate and annotate texts, and exchange ideas.  
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Slide 12: Getty Provenance Index  
The Getty Provenance Index is one of the Getty’s earliest uses of technology in art history, begun over 30 years 
ago.  The Provenance Index is a part of the GRI’s Project for the Study of Collecting and Provenance.  This 
project focuses on the history of collecting, provenance, and display around the world, a subject in which the 
GRI’s collections are very rich.   
 
The Getty Provenance Index databases currently contain more than 1.7 million records taken from source 
material such as archival inventories, auction catalogs, and dealer stock books held in collections in Europe and 
North America.  This information facilitates research on individual works of art.  The GRI is now working on a 
major update of these databases that has the potential to greatly enhance the way that such research is conducted 
internationally.  
 
 The databases will soon be published as Linked Open Data, which should facilitate more research such as what 
is in the example on the screen.  This diagram is a small part of a large study that uses data from the Provenance 
Index databases to map the relationships among British, French, Dutch, and Belgian auction marketers from 
1801 to 1820.  The improved Provenance Index database structure will facilitate broad research on history of the 
art market, on shifting tastes and values, and on the flow of cultural objects through time and space.  
 
Slide 13: GRI Research Library Collections:  
As you can see from some of the programs and projects I’ve just reviewed, the Getty Research institute is a 
dynamic center for both innovative and traditional research in the arts. At the heart of nearly all of the GRI’s 
various activities and programs are the Research Library collections.  
 
Today the library is comprised of published materials, primary documentation, and study images.   Here are 
some numbers: 
 
• 1,400,000 volumes of general collections books, serials, and auction catalogs 
•  75,000 rare books and serials 
• Over 6 kilometers of archives, manuscripts, and architectural drawings 
• Over 22,000 single prints and drawings in albums/collections 
• Over 1,000 collections of rare photographs 
• 2 million study photographs 
 
 
Slide 14: Getty Research Library spaces: The current Research Library facility opened twenty years ago in a 
space that was designed to enable and encourage a variety of unique research experiences for visiting 
researchers and Getty staff.    In the years that followed visits to the library increased dramatically. The library is 
open to anyone having a government-issued photo identification.  Art historians and others affiliated with 
universities, museums, or other cultural organizations may become Registered Readers, which provides them 
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with access to the 3 floors of the open library stacks and access to the special collections reading room.  
Independent scholars may become a reader.  
 
Slide 15: Readers by country:  In 1997 the library recorded just 223 visiting readers, primarily from the local art 
historical community in Southern California. By 2017 nearly 17,000 readers from 64 countries worldwide had 
used the library.  This is in addition to the other users of the library, such as Getty staff from all programs and 
about 100 residential scholars in a year.  
 
Slide 16: Library Stack, Photo Archive, and Special Collections Reading Room:  From the beginning, more than 
30 years ago, the goal was to build a new library for research on art, primarily in the western tradition.   The 
literature was to be international in scope and languages. To accomplish this, the GRI purchased dozens of 
scholarly research collections that had been compiled by important scholars over the course of their careers.  
Often these scholarly collections included the entire range of research materials, from a focused reference 
library to study photographs to archival papers.  The literature of art history, the methods and materials of 
artistic production, and conservation are core areas of the holdings in the areas of classical antiquities, medieval 
and Renaissance art, sculpture and the decorative arts, prints and drawings, and photography.  
 
As the library collections and usage continued to grow over the next two decades, the scope of published 
material acquired similarly expanded.   Publications covering contemporary art as well as the art from major 
geographic areas including Latin America, Eastern Europe, and Asia were added.   Materials were acquired both 
through ongoing agreements with vendors in various countries, or via strategic purchases of antiquarian 
materials. In the past few years, an emphasis on collecting art-historical literature in the languages of the 
countries represented provides a broader global perspective. 
 
Slide 17: GRI Open Library Shelving and Book Storage Vaults: Today the Getty Research Library is one of the 
world’s largest and most comprehensive art-historical libraries.  Approximately ¼ of the library’s books and 
journals are currently on open shelves.  The remaining ¾ of the library are housed in closed storage vaults onsite 
and offsite at an annex storage facility 48 kilometers away in Valencia, California. 
  
Slide 18: Special Collections storage vaults: Over the past 20 years the Research Library’s special collections 
also expanded.  In 1997 there were 3,200 collections held in just 9,400 containers.  This number expanded to 
about 9,000 collections held in over 55,000 containers by 2017—an amount which would span six kilometers if 
lined up side by side.  
 
Slide 19: Special Collections: The GRI special collections consist of rare and unique materials in selected areas 
of art history and visual culture ranging in date from the 15th century to the present.  These collections include 
many works on paper, including rare books, prints, photographs, archives, letters, sketchbooks, and albums. 
Other formats of materials include architectural models and drawings, audio-visual and born digital files, and 
various objects including optical devices.  
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 Slide 20: Special Collections major collecting areas: Some of the Research Institute's major collecting areas are 
listed here: These include rare books and prints on alchemy, festivals, and emblems; artists’ books and small 
press publications.   Archives, letters, books, and special journals have significant sections devoted to Dada and 
Surrealism, Italian futurism, Russian modernism, and the Japanese Avant-Garde.  Other areas of focus include 
Western Photography of the Middle East and North Africa; Cold War photography; Video and Performance, 
Architecture and Design, Prints, and Sketchbooks.     
 
Slide 21: Special Collections Reading Room: Registered readers may use the special collections in the 
designated reading room. Photography is allowed for personal use and has for the most part replaced requests 
for copies of materials. This has greatly increased the amount of material used on a daily basis.  Often this 
Reading Room is so full that we must open other rooms to readers. 
 
Slide 22: GRI Exhibitions:  Exhibitions from special collections are now a prominent feature of the GRI. Some 
of these exhibitions travel to other venues. Also, last year the GRI loaned nearly 500 objects to other libraries 
and museums around the world for use in their own public exhibitions.  In addition to the onsite exhibits, the 
GRI recently launched its first completely online exhibition on the Legacy of Ancient Palmyra using recently 
acquired rare photographs.  
  
Slide 23: Photo Archive: The GRI’s Photo Archive is a collection of more than two million images documenting 
the history of art and architecture, primarily in the west.  Most of the photographs were found in the scholars’ 
libraries purchased in the beginning. This core collection was supplemented over time through specific 
photographic campaigns and purchases of commercial photographs. Even though many of the artworks 
documented are now available online, there is a deeper research value hidden within the photo archive. It 
includes images of works of art and architecture that are now lost or destroyed.   Sometimes the handwritten 
notes of the scholars and photographers who assembled some of the collections may lead to new discoveries or 
attributions. In addition, the images document the way an artwork has been understood and photographed at 
particular moments in time.  This photo documentation shaped the way that the history of art has been taught.  
 
Slide 24: Library Research Grants: In order to encourage researchers from outside of Southern California to 
come use the library’s vast collections of books, serials, archives, and images, the library established a Library 
Research Grants program.  This provides partial travel funding for scholars at various levels of their careers and 
research.  The research grant program   has grown in number as well as geographically; in recent years, we have 
received about 145 applications annually for 40 awards granted to scholars from all over the world.  
 
Slide 25: Special Collections classes: Nearly 25,000 research visits to the collections are made annually by 
individual researchers and staff.  In addition, faculty from local universities and colleges, as well as some from 
institutions as far away as Germany, Switzerland, and Australia, hold seminars in the Special Collections 
reading room.  These are conducted and planned in collaboration with curators and librarians.  Last year nearly 
40 such courses used GRI materials.   As the collections have broadened in scope, so too have the topics of 
these classes; examples include:  Japanese avant-garde material; Photography in South Asia: Slavic Studies; the 
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Archaeology of Colonialism; and the History of the Book in Hispanic America.  Younger students from primary 
and secondary schools also visit frequently to view with curators some rare materials relevant to their history or 
humanities curriculum,. 
 
Slide 26: Contact Library Reference: When researchers cannot come to the GRI in person, staff assist via email, 
answering about 14,000 questions annually for requesters from around the world.  Many of the requests are for 
images or permission to publish items that are not available on the GRI’s website. The GRI works with our legal 
team to provide the most open access possible to researchers wishing to use our material in publications. 
 
 Slide 27: Interlibrary Loan:  Additionally, the library’s Interlibrary Loan department is the primary lender 
among the world’s art libraries.  In addition to borrowing material for GRI resident scholars and staff, this 
department loans materials—either physically or increasingly digitally-- around the globe.  Over the past two 
decades ILL lending has more than tripled in volume to reach nearly 10,000 items lent annually to libraries as 
near as North America to as far away as China, South Korea, South Africa, Egypt, Turkey, and Japan.   
 
Slide 28: GRI Loans to Japanese Libraries:   Over the past 10 years the GRI has lent 254 items to 44 libraries in 
Japan.  A wide range of materials were lent, primarily on western art, conservation, and archaeology. Some of 
the requests were fulfilled by digitizing instead of sending the actual volumes.  The GRI has borrowed a number 
of items from Japanese institutions via ILL over the years as well.  We have used the NACSIS-CAT/ILL from 
the National Institute for Informatics, that will end next year, but we are hopeful that a recent agreement among 
North American and Japanese libraries will help with future requests for loans or scans.   
 
 
Slide 29: Digitization on demand: One of the ways we have increased access to our own library holdings beyond 
the traditional interlibrary lending model is through digitization. The GRI has a Digitization-on-Demand 
program in place as part of the Interlibrary Loan workflow.   Lending requests for public domain materials are 
placed into a high-priority digitization queue.  This method of selection prioritizes materials that are truly in 
demand.  It furthermore makes most of these materials readily accessible on the web for anyone, not only the 
original requester.   
 
Slide 30: GRI Digitization strategy: The digital copies of books made on demand in place of traditional 
Interlibrary Loan are only a very small part of the GRI’s robust digitization program.  Our digitization decisions 
are based upon a philosophy of open access and collaboration wherever possible.  Our strategy has been to 
digitize in order to support current needs as well as to encourage new research by exposing more of our 
collections to a wider audience   
 
Slide 31:  Digital Collections: Currently the GRI’s Digital Collections range from over 40,000 digitized books 
to tens of thousands of photographs, prints, and archival documents.  In total the GRI’s repositories now contain 
more than 1 million digital files. Most of these are now freely available online through the Getty’s website and 
Primo, our online discovery system by ExLibris.   
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Slide 32: Extending our virtual reach: sharing digitized materials: In addition to their presence within the 
Getty’s systems, the GRI’s digitized resources may be found via such freely available aggregators as those listed 
here.  Our strategy for providing widespread open access to our digitized materials centers around the re-use of 
core metadata and digital objects.  Our goal is to have as few production streams as possible and to re-use them 
as often as possible.   Sharing metadata with links to the digitized resources extends the reach of the collections 
far beyond the library’s walls. 
 
Slide 33: Metadata re-use: Here is an example of six uses of the same digitized book and metadata package.  
The object in the example is the GRI digital version of this Japanese publication on textiles from the Meiji 
period : 求古圖譜. 織文之部. Kyuko zufu. Shokumon no bu. 
 
At the GRI we upload all of our digitized books into the Internet Archive, shown at the center of the slide.   For 
those of you not familiar with the Internet Archive, it is a vast digital library with digitized holdings from 
thousands of sites. 
 
• From the top of the slide, we can see that the Getty Local ExLibris Primo Discovery System record 
leads to the object at the Internet Archive. 
• To the left is the record found in the Getty Research Portal, which also leads back to the object at the 
Internet Archive. 
• To the right is the record in the Art Discovery Group Catalogue, which in turn links to the Getty’s 
production system, which then follows the embedded link to the Internet Archive.  
• On the bottom left example, the Hathi Trust, another aggregator of texts, receives the GRI’s metadata 
and links directly from the Internet Archive.   Hathi also acts as the GRI’s preservation system for 
digitized books by loading and preserving high-resolution digital files. 
• Finally, the Digital Public Library of America receives metadata and links for books from the Internet 
Archive. 
 
Sharing and re-using our metadata provides opportunities to an infinitely wider selection of researchers and the 
interested public than ever imagined when the GRI library was first conceived. 
 
Slide 34:  The Future of Art Bibliography: A few of the discovery systems I’ve just mentioned are direct results 
of a major collaborative initiative, known among art library colleagues as the “Future of Art Bibliography”, or 
“FAB”.  The initiative was conceived in 2010 in order to explore ways to make art historical research materials 
in their many formats freely accessible to researchers worldwide.  These formats include published materials, 
images, archives, and the born-digital.  Over the years FAB has served as a thread that has brought together 
ideas and projects to provide more access to our collective art historical resources of all forms and media.  With 
FAB, the GRI made a commitment to facilitate, promote, and advocate for the collaborative development of 
open access tools for research in art history.    
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 However, even though our intentions from the beginning were to make FAB a global initiative, most of the 
international collaborations occurred in western countries. It has been only recently that we have made strides 
involving partners from Japan, Brazil, and Croatia, for example. It is my sincere hope that my visit here will 
bring about more collaboration with art libraries and institutions in Japan.  
 
Slide 35:FAB and the potential for sharing: The FAB Initiative has been endorsed by the International 
Federation of Libraries & Associations, or IFLA, Art Libraries Section.  
FAB and its related projects have presented opportunities such as: 
• a forum to explore and forge new partnerships  
• ways to build on shared frameworks,  
• discussion venues to promote common solutions,  
• Ongoing considerations to improve or enhance access and discovery to art resources. 
This conceptual and collaborative model has helped to encourage the creation of shared methods of access to all 
kinds of art resources throughout the world. 
 
Slide 36: FAB Webpage: Over the past 7 years, multiple projects have developed and grown out of FAB 
conversations.  Many of these projects, activities, and publications about them are tracked on this webpage on 
the GRI’s website.    
 
Slide 37: FAB Areas of Emphasis: A few overarching areas of emphasis emerged from the FAB discussions. 
Most important for our current conversation are those related to:  
Bibliographical Access & Discovery,  
and to Digital Access & Discovery.  
 
Slide 38: Art Discovery Group Catalogue (ADGC): The Art Discovery Group Catalogue, or ADGC, is a FAB 
bibliographic project.  Art Discovery is a free online discovery system that brings together information about art 
historical literature from libraries around the world.  Via OCLC, Art Discovery aggregates the bibliographic 
metadata records for the contents of a library, even if the contents are not accessible via full text.  While 
searching in Art Discovery is free to all users, there are fees associated with contributing to it. 
 
ADGC is an art-focused research experience within the OCLC World cat environment.  As many of you may 
already know, OCLC is the largest aggregator of bibliographic metadata in the world.  OCLC just held a 
conference here in Tokyo last week that I believe some in the audience attended.  A number of large general and 
university libraries in Japan are OCLC members, including many universities and the National Diet Library.  
However, please forgive me if I am mistaken, but I believe there are only two art libraries who are current 
OCLC members: the National Museum of Western Art and the Musashino Art University Museum & Library.  
 
Slide 39: Libraries slide: The goal of the Art Discovery project was to develop a trusted location for a subset of 
specialized libraries promoting international research on the arts.  ADGC grew out of an outdated virtual search 
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tool called Artlibraries.net.  The Art Discovery Group Catalogue launched in 2014.  Presently ADGC brings 
together the holdings of nearly 60 art libraries representing a total of 15 countries on 5 continents. This slide 
lists some recent and pending partners. 
 
Slide 40: Resources currently found in ADGC : In addition to the ongoing integration of new library catalogues, 
the ADGC committee is working to identify and include additional sources such as specialized databases and 
image collections. 
 
In Art Discovery, library holdings are searchable alongside additional content in the Worldcat Discovery 
Central Index from a multitude of sources. These range from those also freely available in Worldcat to more 
specialized databases particular to our field.  Examples of these include the German kubikat index of art 
periodical literature and SCIPIO, the online catalogue for art sales catalogues.  Future additions to come will 
include the metadata from the Getty Research Portal, and other older indexes on the arts.  
 
A very exciting new addition is now happening here in Tokyo. The National Research Institute in currently at 
work with OCLC to contribute its specialized articles on exhibition catalogues so that they will become a part of 
both the OCLC and the Art Discovery search environment as the Art Bibliography in Japan.  Still they have not 
yet been able to contribute their library holdings to the project.  
 
Slide 41: Becoming an ADGC member library in Japan: If Art Discovery is to become a truly global discovery 
platform for research on art, then more libraries outside of the west need to have the opportunity to participate.  
As you can see from this map, there is so far only one contributor of library holdings from Japan in Art 
Discovery, which is the library of the National Museum of Western Art in Tokyo.    
 
One of the reasons for this is because most libraries in Japan use the metadata format of the National Institute of 
Informatics, the NII.  The NII standard is not commonly used outside of Japan.    Issues of transliteration into 
Romanized characters are a challenge that takes enormous labor for libraries.    
 
In addition, even though searching the Art Discovery catalogue is free and open to everyone, participation in 
ADGC has fees associated with it.  Costs include a one-time fee for loading metadata into WorldCat and an 
annual maintenance fee.   But the most difficult barrier to joining this project is the amount of work involved for 
the library, and on the part of OCLC.  However once the metadata is more standardized it can be re-used on 
other platforms as well.  And it might be possible to initiate an interlibrary loan service among participating 
libraries.  
 
I have spoken with the head of OCLC’s Asia Pacific Regional Council, who also heads the OCLC office in 
Leiden where Art Discovery is based.  He has said that OCLC would be willing to consider a project in Japan 
for art libraries interested in joining Art Discovery.  First steps would be for libraries to provide some sample 
records and information on the size of the library collections in order to understand the challenges that might be 
involved in making the data OCLC-compliant.   If a group of libraries would be interested in joining it may be 
possible to obtain a grant for this purpose. 
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 Slide 42: Getty Research Portal: Another area of emphasis for the FAB initiative is easy access to digitized 
texts. The Getty Research Portal is a free online search platform providing worldwide access to an extensive and 
growing collection of fully digitized art historical texts from an international array of institutions. Currently the 
Portal provides access to over 108,000 titles in nearly 125,000 fully digitized volumes from 25 institutions. The 
portal is multilingual and aims to be a global virtual library for art history. It offers researchers the ability to 
search and download from one discovery platform.  Included are complete digital copies of publications devoted 
to art, architecture, material culture, and related fields.  
 
Because the GRI is committed to providing multiple points of access to metadata, soon the Portal’s metadata 
will be available through other aggregators, such as the Art Discovery Group Catalogue, as well as on the GRI’s 
own website. In this way, the collaborative virtual art history library that we are building will be disseminated to 
researchers even more broadly.  Contributors to the portal will benefit from this additional exposure to their 
library’s digitized texts.  
 
Slide 43: New and future contributors: Current contributors to the Portal so far include libraries primarily from 
Western Europe and North America—with important recent additions from Japan, Croatia, and soon Brazil.  
The project continues to seek out new contributions to complement those already in the Portal and to 
extend the reach of this virtual collection.   
 
Slide 44: Mizue: The National Research Institute in Japan recently made its first contributions to the Portal, 
including the initial 89 issues of the journal Mizue.  Even though these digitized issues of Mizue had been 
available on the web for a number of years, it was not well-known to the rest of the world that digitized copies 
exist in Japan.    Through the access and publicity generated by joining the Getty Research Portal, more 
researchers will now find Mizue, and consequently, the Tokyo National Research Institute.   
 
Slide 45: Universal Exposition example: In addition to the issues of Mizue, the National Research Institute 
contributed an extremely rare exhibition checklist from the Japanese special exhibition at the Universal 
Exposition in Paris in 1900.  A search in the Getty Research Portal now retrieves this digitized document from 
Japan alongside the digitized French Histoire de L’Art du Japan from the same exposition. 
 
Slide 46: Images of two Exposition books in Portal: This addition to the Portal is an example of the additional 
perspectives and directions for study made possible through collaboration.  Now that this important piece from 
Japan is available via the Getty Research Portal, it can be discovered and viewed in relation to the French 
catalogue from the GRI.  What is more, the Portal provides further context by making available additional 
digitized photo albums and other literature from the same exposition in Paris in 1900.   These materials come 
from a number of different libraries in the United States and in France.  
 
Slide 47: How to contribute to the Getty Research Portal: In order to help libraries who do not use the 
standardized formats of MARC, MODS, or Dublin Core common in the United States and much of Europe, the 
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GRI developed a CSV file option for metadata.  The Tokyo National Research Institute was the first to try out 
this approach with us.  Staff at the National Institute completed this spreadsheet with minimal required data 
points.   This method worked well and the GRI welcomes more contributions of metadata for digitized texts 
from Japanese art libraries.   
 
Slide 48: Picasso catalogues in the Getty Research Portal: An important development worth mentioning is that a 
number of museums including the Guggenheim, the Los Angeles County Museum of art (LACMA), the Getty, 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the Museum of Modern Art in New York are or soon will offer records 
leading to digitized copies of their own contemporary exhibition catalogues and other publications in the portal.  
This trend provides access to more recently published texts on modern and contemporary art alongside 
the older public domain material.  Open access to such contemporary publications is possible because the 
institutions themselves are clearing the copyright for their own publications, and making the decision to provide 
them for free on their own website as well as to the Getty Research Portal, among other aggregators.  
In this search in the portal on the artist “Picasso” I have found catalogues from as early as 1914 and as recently 
as 2000.  The publications come from institutions in Croatia, Paris, Los Angeles, and Houston, Texas, among 
others. We can only imagine the additional impact that would come from also including catalogs from the 
Museum of Western art in Tokyo, for example, here.  Or by adding Japanese translations of relevant texts.  I am 
not aware of similar developments in Japan with contemporary publications, but perhaps there may some 
underway. 
 
Slide 49: Potential for the Japan Art Catalog project: I wonder if it would be possible for museums in Japan to 
consider a way to expand the important Japan Art Catalog project network sponsored at the National Art Center 
in Tokyo by developing it into a virtual library.  These digitized texts could then be discoverable via both the 
Portal and Art Discovery, among other online sites.  I realize there are extensive copyright barriers that would 
need to be overcome, but if there would be a way to work with the publishers to make available digitally at least 
those catalogs that are no longer available for sale, then these catalogues would instantly become a part of the 
global conversation. It is our experience that materials are used so much more often when digitized. The Getty’s 
Virtual Library of its own publications has been accessed so many more times than its hard copies ever were.  
And the GRI’s 40.000 digitized books have been accessed over 16 million times on the Internet. Art libraries 
around the world are indeed already very grateful for the access provided by this excellent service of the 
National Art Center, which donates catalogs to selected libraries who in turn provide interlibrary loan services.   
 
In addition to suggesting that Japanese art libraries consider joining the Art Discovery Group Catalogue project, 
contributing to the Getty Research Portal, and digitizing more resources, I would like to conclude by briefly 
offering some thoughts on other potential next steps for the dissemination of Japanese art resources 
internationally. 
  
Slide 50: Explore IIIF capabilities : Among the international art history community, technologists are exploring 
the capabilities of IIIF—the International Image Interoperability Framework.  This will allow libraries and 
museums to deliver images and texts to the public more easily.  Users will be able to readily compare images 
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and texts by quickly pulling the images into a viewer from their home institutions. The Getty has already 
released its museum images in a IIIF-compliant mode as you can see in this example on the left.  IIIF is also on 
the Getty Research Portal’s roadmap for the coming years.  And the Szeemann Digital Seminar that I described 
earlier utilizes a prototype IIIF environment to pull images of archival documents into a viewer for easier 
access.  
There have been a number of meetings on this topic recently in Japan in which some in the audience may have 
participated, including one as recently as October.   The IIIF conference held in July at the Center for Open Data 
in the Humanities discussed images of artwork in particular.   
 
Slide 51: Pharos: Another collaborative project similar to the Getty Research Portal is just getting 
underway for images.  Pharos, the International Consortium of Photo Archives will utilize IIIF to display 
and compare images that will be aggregated from numerous photo archives in Europe and North 
America. Partners, including the Getty Research Institute, hope to digitize many of their images and create 
a massive virtual photo archive, beginning with an initial corpus and associated metadata from 14 
institutions. The consortium also plans to build a research platform that will enable art historians to 
discover, select, annotate, share, and conduct collaborative research using the digitized images.  
 
As with all of these kinds of projects, the first step for participants is to find the resources for digitization and 
minimal metadata.  The GRI is just getting started on the first 750,000 images of paintings, drawings, and prints 
from its own photo archive. Because the project is so large, technology experts are experimenting with 
automated metadata processes as well as with the potential for using image recognition software to match visual 
similarities. After the beta phase of the project is completed, it is hoped that the project will be open for 
expansion globally.  
 
Slide 52: Getty Vocabularies 
The Getty Vocabularies are the result of collaborative contributions from the international art and cultural 
heritage communities.  Built over three decades, the Getty vocabularies contain structured terminology for art, 
architecture, decorative arts, archival materials, visual surrogates, conservation, and bibliographic materials. 
They are compliant with international standards and provide authoritative information for catalogers, 
researchers, and data providers. In the new linked, open environments, they provide a powerful conduit for 
research and discovery. The Getty Vocabularies receive hundreds of thousands of searches per quarter. 
 
The Getty is currently working with the National Research Institute for Cultural Properties to add the names of 
many contemporary Japanese artists to the Union List of Artist Names.   As with metadata for bibliographic 
records, the biggest challenge for the Vocabularies as well is the need for at least one element in a name to be 
provided in Romanized form, which requires the manual labor of our contributors.   But as with the other 
projects I have been discussing, the results of contributing to such a project can be very fruitful—the addition of 
so many Japanese names to the Getty Vocabularies in their various forms will allow the names to be shared and 
understood throughout the world more frequently.  
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Slide 53: Reuniting collection virtually:  Sometimes at the Getty we work with partners to digitally unite a 
collection that has been dispersed.  For example, this project between the GRI and the library of the State 
Museums of Berlin.  Both libraries owned letters from the German architect Erich Mendelsohn—this project 
digitized all of them in both libraries and presents them in a unified database that is available on both the GRI’s 
and the Kunstbibliothek in Berlin’s websites. This project is a few years old—today IIIF technology could be a 
more effective way to accomplish the same goal, but in either case, the collective material must first be 
digitized.  
 
Slide 54: Uniting our art research collections virtually: Perhaps some of our institutions in Japan and in the 
United States could work together in the future on similarly collaborative projects to virtually disseminate our 
resources of mutual interest via the web in digital projects, in virtual exhibitions, virtual seminars, or digital 
publications.  Our collections on modernism and the avant-garde in Japan might be a natural place to begin. 
 
Slide 55: Collaborate to disseminate: In closing, I would like to emphasize that collaborations occur on so many 
levels.    
 
• The ongoing development of trusted interlibrary loan partnerships is such an important and relatively 
easy point of entry, even for libraries who cannot join OCLC,  that might later lead to sharing 
digitizing-on-demand services for rare and unique materials. 
 
• At other times these collaborations might be realized through in-person visits and exchanges among 
our respective institutions, as has happened between my institution and the National Research Institute.  
 
• And importantly collaborations can be realized through established inter-institutional networks such as 
the International Federation of Libraries and Associations, and other more art-specific organizations.   




Slide 56: Thank you : It is certainly all within of our deepest interests to broaden our collective horizons by 
collaborating further globally and sharing our resources widely.   These contributions foster an increased 
understanding of art history and of our shared humanity.   Thank you for allowing me to come talk with you 





























































































































































・一般書籍・定期刊行物・オークションカタログ 140 万冊 
・貴重書（書籍・定期刊行物）    75000冊 
・アーカイブ・手稿・建築図面    6km（書架延長） 
・版画・素描のアルバム    22000 点 
・貴重な写真のコレクション    1000 件 






































この 20 年で〈ゲッティ〉研究図書館の特別コレクションも拡大しています。1997 年にはコンテナ
9,400 個に 3,200 件の特別コレクションがありましたが、2017 年にはこの数はコンテナ 55,000 個に





































































および最近世界的に増えているデジタルでも資料の貸出を行っています。この 20 年間で ILL部門の
























































• 右は、アート・ディスカバリー・グループ・カタログ（Art Discovery Group Catalogue）にあ
るレコードで、これもゲッティが制作するシステムにリンクし、さらにそこに埋め込まれた
リンクからインターネット・アーカイブに導かれます。  
• 左下の Hathi Trust はまた別の文字資料に関するアグリゲーターで、ゲッティ研究所のメタデ
ータとリンクをインターネット・アーカイブから直接受け取ります。Hathi  Trust は、高解像
度デジタルファイルを読み込み、保存することで、ゲッティ研究所のデジタル化書籍の保存
システムとしても機能します。 




















































アート・ディスカバリーは、OCLC の WorldCat の環境下での美術に特化した研究の経験そのもので
す。皆さまの多くがすでにご存知だと思いますが、OCLC は世界最大の書誌メタデータのアグリゲー





























〈東京文化財研究所〉美術文献目録（〈Tokyo National Research Institute for Cultural Properties〉 Art 
































































ると、日本から情報提供されたこのデジタル化資料と、同博覧会のフランス語版の Histoire de L’Art 
























































スライド 50： IIIF の可能性を探る  
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Tokyo National Research Institute for Cultural Properties
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J. Paul Getty and his Museum in Malibu, California
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The J. Paul Getty Museum and Villa
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The Getty Foundation
Keeping it Modern award 
to Japan Sport Council
Yoyogi National Gymnasium, Kenzo
Tange, 1964, Tokyo, Japan7,000 grants in more than 
180 countries
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The Getty Conservation Institute
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GRI Research Projects & Digital Art History
• An Art Market for America: Dealers, Collectors, Philanthropy and the Formation of American 
Museums
• Book Art of the Russian Avant-Garde
• British Sales, 1680–1800: The Rise of the London Art Market
• Concrete Art in Argentina and Brazil
• Digital Seminar
• Early Modern Print Culture and the Islamic World
• German Sales, 1930–1945: Art Works, Art Markets, and Cultural Policy
• The Future of Art Bibliography
• Photography and the Visual Arts in Cold War Hungary
• Producing Empire: Visual Culture and the Politics of Representation (The ACHAC Collection)
• Video Art in Latin America
10
Szeemann Digital Seminar: putting innovative tools 
into practice
11
Network diagram of agents connecting the British, French, Dutch, and Belgian auction 
markets from 1801–20 using 230,000 records from the Getty Provenance Index® 
databases. ©J. Paul Getty Trust and Maximilian Schich
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Getty Research Library:  Collections 
• 1,400,000 volumes of general collections books, serials, and auction 
catalogs
• 75,000 rare books and serials
• Over 6 kilometers of archives, manuscripts, and architectural 
drawings
• Over 22,000 single prints and drawings in albums/collections
• Over 1,000 collections of rare photographs
• 2 million study photographs
13




GRI Open Library Shelving and Book Storage Vaults
17
Special Collections vaults shelving and annex
• Collections growth
• In 1997: 3,200 collections is 9,400 containers







Special Collections Reading Room
21
Recent GRI exhibitions
Concrete Poetry: Words and Sounds in Graphic Space
March 28–July 30, 2017
 
 
The Metropolis in Latin America, 1830–1930 




Berlin/Los Angeles: Space for Music 




The Art of Alchemy 




Cave Temples of Dunhuang: Buddhist Art on China's Silk Road 
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
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The Edible Monument: The Art of Food for Festivals 
October 13, 2015–March 13, 2016 




World War I: War of Images, Images of War 
November 18, 2014–April 19, 2015 
(Traveled to the Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum at Washington University in St. Louis in 




Connecting Seas: A Visual History of Discoveries and Encounters 
December 7, 2013–April 13, 2014 
 
Online Exhibition:




Library Research Grant program: extending the 
library’s physical reach 
• To provide research opportunities within the GRI’s special collections, photo 
archive, and library
• Awardees range from Ph.D. candidates to advanced scholars to independent 
researchers from all over the world 
24
Special Collections Seminars and Classes
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GRI loans to Japanese libraries: 246 in past 10 years
Aichi University of the Arts Library*





Hiroshima Univiversity Central Library
Seijo University Library
Shizuoka University Library
Hokkaido University Library 
Komazawa University Library
Kyushu University Library 
Ochanomizu University Library
Chuo Library
Museum of Fine Arts, Gifu*
Miyagi Museum of Art*
Nara Women’s University Library
Keio University Library
Aoyama Gakuin University Library
Doshisha Women's College of Liberal Arts
Kanagawa University Library
Waseda University Library
Ritsumeikan University Media Library
Seinan Gakuin University Library
University of Shiga Prefecture Library
Tokai University Library 
Tokyo Geijutsu Daigaku Toshokan 
Fuchu library, Tokyo University of Agriculture and Techno
Tokyo Metropolitan University Library
Sabanci University
Chuo University Library




Kobe University Library for Social Sciences
Kyoto University Library
Nagoya University Library 
Okayama University Library
Yonsei University Central Library
Tohoku University Library 
University of Tsukuba Library
Yokohama National University Library 





• Offer free, worldwide access 
• Collaborate with partners
• Support current research needs









Extending our virtual reach: sharing digitized materials
32
• Internet Archive archive.org
• Getty Local Discovery system primo.getty.edu
• Getty Research Portal portal.getty.edu
• Art Discovery Group Catalogue artdiscovery.net
• Hathi Trust hathitrust.org
• Digital Public Library of America dp.la
33
The Future of Art Bibliography
A conceptual, 
collaborative 
model to unify 











FAB and the potential for sharing 
art information internationally
•Explore and forge new partnerships
•Build on shared frameworks
•Promote common solutions




FAB Areas of emphasis
Bibliographical Access & Discovery Projects
Art Discovery Group Catalogue  
Digital Access & Discovery Projects
Getty Research Portal
Pharos 
Coordinated or specialized digitization 
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Art Discovery Group Catalogue (ADGC): 




New and pending member libraries in 
Art Discovery Group Catalogue
• Pinacoteca di Sao Paolo, Brazil
• Polimoda International Institute of Fashion Design and 
Marketing, Florence
• Danish National Art Library 
• RKD-Netherlands Institute for Art History, The Hague
• Royal Museum of Fine Arts, Antwerp
• Hendrik Conscience Heritage Library, Antwerp
• Bibliothèque du Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris
• Polish Academy of Sciences Art Institute in Warsaw, Poland
• Warburg Institute, London
39
Resources currently found in ADGC
•Holdings from a growing number of libraries (now 
nearing 60)
•Specialized databases freely available in worldcat.org
•Art-related databases, including kubikat and SCIPIO
•Coming soon:  Getty Research Portal records
•Coming soon: National Research Institute for Cultural 
Properties Japan Art Bibliography (exhibition records)
40
Becoming an ADGC member library in Japan
• If art libraries in Japan are 
interested in joining ADGC, 
OCLC will analyze some 
sample records.
• OCLC will analyze existing 
metadata and provide a 
schedule of costs for services 




you are interested in joining.
41
• One-stop search for 
digitized art history texts
• Nearly 125,000 volumes, 
and growing
• Multi-lingual and multi-
cultural
• All books are freely 
downloadable
• 25  contributing 
institutions http://portal.getty.edu/
42
New and future contributors
43
Getty Research Portal Contributors






〔	〕 / Exhibition catalogue of 
the 1st and 2nd special exhibition 
(combined) Tokyo Imperial Museum, List 
of the works of the Exhibition of Japanese 
Art held at the Paris World Exposition in 
1900
Histoire de l'art du Japon 
/ ouvrage publié par la 
Commission impériale du 
Japon à l'Exposition 
universelle de Paris, 
1900.
Tokyo National Research 
Institute for Cultural 
Properties
Getty Research Institute 46
How to contribute to the Getty Research Portal
A CSV file option is possible for those without records in the standardized formats of MARC, MODS, or 
Dublin Core.









Potential for the Japan Art Catalog project?
49
Explore IIIF capabilities 




PHAROS International Consortium of Photo Archives
• International consortium of 14 
European and North American art 
historical photo archives 
• Hopes to become a digital research 
platform providing access millions 
of photo archive images
• Will use iiif for viewing images
















• Interlibrary loan and digitizing on demand
• Institutional visits and exchanges
• International collegial networks
• IFLA (International Federation of Libraries & 
Associations
• ARLIS/NA (Art Libraries Society of North America)
• RIHA (International Association of Research 










Comments and remarks for Broadening our horizons: the Getty Research Institute and the 
dissemination of art research information internationally by Kathleen Salomon, Associate 




















































































データを直接 OCLC に提供しているため、実現しているものです。 
先ほどサロモン氏が言及したように、いま東京文化財研究所も同様のことを試みています。










して OCLC の「セントラル・インデクス（central index）」に提供するという構想が立ち上が
りました。 
これは、ゲティの「ビブリオグラフィー・オブ・ヒストリー・オブ・アート（BHA）」やド











































































Head, Research Library, The National 








How Japanese art cultural heritage institutions with 
libraries and archives might become more involved in 











“… to explore ways to make art historical research materials in their 
many formats freely accessible to researchers worldwide.  These 












Art Discovery Group Catalogue
Digital Access










Collaborative projects for disseminating Japanese 
art information in global context
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The National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo
OCLC
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OCLC OCLC 











History of Japanese art?
The situation outside of Japan
Japan Studies History of Art
Julius von Schlosser 
Die Kunstliteratur
(Wien, 1924)














































* JAC（Japan Art Catalog）プロジェクト：海外では入手が困難な日本の展覧会カタログを、海外の日本美術研究の拠
点機関に寄贈する事業。JACプロジェクトは、1995年、国際交流基金と（財）国際文化交流推進協会（ACEジャパン）の
共催事業としてスタートした。国内で開催される展覧会のカタログを 2 部ずつ収集し、1 部は北米日本研究資料調整協
議会（NCC）が公募・審査した米国の拠点に寄贈、もう 1 部は ACE ジャパンが 1996 年に東京赤坂に開設した展覧会カタ
ログ専門図書館、「アートカタログ･ライブラリー」に収蔵して、日本の美術研究者に公開していた。しかしながらアー
トカタログ･ライブラリーの閉館に伴い、2004 年 10 月、JAC プロジェクトは、約 20,000 冊の展覧会カタログとともに、
国立新美術館に引き継がれた。 現在では、スミソニアン研究所フリーア美術館図書室、コロンビア大学エイヴリー建築・
美術図書館、ライデン大学東亜図書館、シドニー大学フィッシャー図書館の 4 つの機関に対し、プロジェクトの趣旨に
賛同する国内の美術館やデパート、画廊、新聞社などから提供していただいた日本の展覧会カタログを、1 年に 1 回の
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